
CHIEF - GET- TOGETHER 
Unfolding your potential while fasting to your core 

- when paradigmshifters gather 
June 27th to July 3rd, 2015, Denmark 

 
Are you longing for an inner feeling                                                
of peace, tranquility, and a strong  
connection to your inner power,  
to your very core? 
Would you like to feel completely  
revitalized, energetic, cleansed,  
and centered? 
Do you want to learn about the  
power of health and life-purpose,  
from your own highly intelligent body? 
Are you prepared for an eye-opening  
and life-changing experience  
that will intensively train  
your intuitive intelligence? 
 
All in a great environment. 
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What are you in for? 
You are in for a life-transforming experience with 5 days of fasting, cleansing, detoxification, 
meditation, relaxation, massage, yoga, breathwork, play, laughter, daily lectures about how body, 
mind, and nutrition influence each other, and about which psychological and physical aspects 
are being cleansed and detoxified step by step, day by day during the fast. You’ll be fasting on 
various herbal teas, freshly pressed vegetables, vegetable soups – organic fluids only. 
Through these five days you’ll have the powerful deep experience of how leadership comes  from 
within and how the exercise of reducing noise in your highly intelligent system by the intensive 
force of fasting will make it possible for you to start listening to your intuitive intelligence and get 
insights in how to communicate intuitively with other living systems. Starting out with the most 
elementary training ground: your own living system of  body, mind, soul, spirit. 
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Seminar leader: 
Helen Eriksen, Denmark. Business psychologist, int. 
lecturer, founder and director of the paradigm shifting 
company BEYOND, an international transformation 
centre for business, consciousness, and sustainability. 
Author of several books which also includes the 
revolutionary book about leadership and self-
leadership in the new paradigm: ”The Fruittree-strategy 
– giving while growing, tales from living systems.”  
One of Europe’s most experienced fasting 
seminarleaders with 30 years of experience in the field 
of integral leadership and organisational 
development, holistic health education, meditation, 
yoga, and an expert in stress prevention and well-
being. 
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All the practical stuff: 

• Seminar leader: Helen Eriksen, Denmark. Psychologist, visionary, expert in stress- and well-being, 
author, international speaker. 

• Seminar place:  Sandagergaard, a lovely estate, surrounded by old trees in the park and a moat, 
with a peaceful and soothing athmosphere and space for reflection. Fireplace included. 15 
minutes from the seaside. 

• Address: Kirkemosevej 2, Nr. Sandager, 5400 Bogense, DK. 
• Start: June, 27th, 2015. Arrival from 5.30 PM. Dinner at 7. PM. 
• End: July, 3rd, 2015, 2 PM. 
• Accomodation: nice two-bedded rooms, shared shower and toilet facilities. 
• Price: for the seminar incl. lodging in two bedded rooms 975 euro, 25% VAT included. 
• Airport: Copenhagen airport. From there you take the train to Odense, where we offer pick up by 

shuttle on June 27th around 5 PM for an extra fee of 30 euro. The same service and conditions are 
available on return. From Odense bus nr. 171 leaves for Bogense every hour 00.28. You get off at Lundsgårdvej 
(Smidstrupvej/Harritslev Gods/Gyldensteen). Mail/call when you know your arrival time, and we will pick you up. 

• Seminar language: depends on the nationality among participants. Most often English with Danish 
and German  translation. 

• More information and questions: please contact Helen:  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  message@going-beyond.dk/ +45 20 77 60 40. 
• Registration and conditions: you register by down payment of the total amount 975 or deposit 400 

euro. 
• Bank: Jyske Bank 
• Company Beyond, Helen Eriksen 
• Bank account details: 

             Registration number: 5072 
                  Accountnumber:       109569-8 
                  Swiftcode:                   JYBADK 
                  Iban:                             DK1850720001095698 
                   After enrollment and down payment of the total amount or deposit of 400 euro for 
                   the course, you’ll receive a detailed description on how to prepare yourself for the 
                   fasting course (starting 4  weeks before the seminar). And by the end of the course 
                   you’ll receive detailed information about how to eat after the fasting seminar. 
 

        Payment in total is to be made by May 15th at the latest.   
             You are registered as a participant and have reserved a space on the seminar as 

               soon as we receive your payment (deposit or total). 
               If you should decide to cancel your enollment before June 1st, you’ll get 85% of  
               your payment back. After that date no refunds are possible, however you can  
               transfer the amount to another seminar held by Helen Eriksen. 
               Helen Eriksen and the CHIEF-GET-TOGETHER team look forward to sharing this  
               powerful and fruitful experience with you.	  

A powerful fasting experience  
into the new paradigm way  
of leading yourself and others 
in accelerating change and complexity. 
Using your inner power  
- your intuitive intelligence                              
as a navigational and decision maling tool, 
learning the art of giving while growing. 
	  


